noun
pro·ce·dure \ˈprə-ˈsē-jər\ 

Definition of procedure

1a : a particular way of accomplishing something or of acting
b : a step in a procedure

2a : a series of steps followed in a regular definite order legal procedure a surgical procedure
b : a set of instructions for a computer that has a name by which it can be called into action

3a : a traditional or established way of doing things
b : protocol sense 3a
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Synonyms for procedure

Synonyms
course, operation, proceeding, process

Visit the Thesaurus for More

Examples of procedure in a Sentence

Installing a car battery is a simple procedure. What is the procedure for applying for a loan?

Recent Examples on the Web

Conducting Meetings Meets 1st Tuesday: Learn parliamentary procedure according to Robert’s Rules of Order, 7:30-9 p.m. Free to attend; dues to join. — Mary Lou Cruz, Sun-Sentinel.com, "Sunrise area events July 18-28;" 13 July 2018 The chicks can identify people who took blood or did other veterinary procedures by their shoes, said Richard Dunn, the center’s assistant curator. — Washington Post, "Louisiana’s whooping crane comeback: 5 chicks this year;" 13 July 2018

These example sentences are selected automatically from various online news sources to reflect current usage of the word 'procedure.' Views expressed in the examples do not represent the opinion of Merriam-Webster or its editors. Send us feedback.

See More

First Known Use of procedure

circa 1577, in the meaning defined at sense 1a
History and Etymology for procedure

French procédure, from Middle French, from proceder
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Dictionary Entries near procedure

Procaviidae
procedural
procedural due process
procedure
proceed
proceed against
proceed from
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The first known use of procedure was circa 1577
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More Definitions for procedure

procedure

noun

English Language Learners Definition of procedure

: a series of actions that are done in a certain way or order : an established or accepted way of doing something

: a medical treatment or operation

See the full definition for procedure in the English Language Learners Dictionary

procedure

noun

pro·ce·dure | ˈprə-ˈsē-jər | pro·ce·dure

Kids Definition of procedure

: an action or series of actions for doing or accomplishing something What is the procedure for school enrollment?

procedure

noun

pro·ce·dure | ˈprə-ˈsē-jər | pro·ce·dure

Medical Definition of procedure

1 : a particular way of accomplishing something or of acting

2 : a step in a procedure especially : a series of steps followed in a regular definite order a surgical procedure a therapeutic procedure
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procedure

noun

pro·ce·dure | ˈprə-ˈsē-jər | pro·ce·dure

Legal Definition of procedure

1 : one or more methods or steps for the enforcement or administration of rights, duties, justice, or laws civil procedure police procedure — compare procedural law, substantive law

2 : a particular and especially established way of doing something a medical procedure security procedures
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https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/procedure